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In this delightful story, the king refuses to leave his bathtub and rule the kingdom. “Beauty aside,
this also has a panache and sly wit that will please children and their parents, who will be called
on to peruse the book again and again.”--Booklist

About the AuthorAudrey Wood is the author of many beloved books for children, including the
bestselling classic The Napping House, its companion The Full Moon at the Napping House,
Caldecott Honor Book King Bidgood's in the Bathtub, Heckedy Peg, Piggies, and Piggy Pie Po,
all of which were illustrated by her husband, Don Wood. The Woods divide their time between
California and Hawaii. Don Wood is the illustrator of many beloved books for children, including
the bestselling classic The Napping House, its companion The Full Moon at the Napping House,
Caldecott Honor Book King Bidgood's in the Bathtub, Heckedy Peg, Piggies, and Piggy Pie Po,
all of which were written by his wife, Audrey Wood. The Woods divide their time between
California and Hawaii.
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D. K. Stokes, “Fabulous. This was my son’s favorite book when he was small, so when he had a
daughter of his own, I had to get her a copy.The story is engaging and clever, and the
illustrations are absolutely amazing.”

LJAppie, “One of My Favorite All-Time Books to Read to My Kids. With all the talk about Queen
Elizabeth’s death and a prince becoming a king, this is a perfect book for the times. Kids here in
the US may not be familiar with kings because, arguably, they’re growing up with senators,
congressmen and women, and presidents. Of course this book represents a totally hedonistic
view of a king but it’s so over-the-top kids love it.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great children's book. This book has a repetitive phrase that children
live to echo.  The illustrations are truly remarkable with wonderful details.”

Bookgirl, “A Wonderfully Whimsical, Ridiculous Read.. Children enjoy the ridiculous, and an
authority figure who won't get out of a bathtub is certainly that. Like many picture books, Don and
Audrey Wood's whimsically illustrated "King Bidgood's in the Bathtub" is geared toward 4-8-year-
olds but would appeal to the love for the absurd that resides in readers of all ages.A major theme
of King Bidgood is that the solution to what seems like an impossible problem is often quite
simple and can be solved by a mere child. The young page in this story enlists the help of all his
"betters"--a knight, a queen, a duke, and the entire court--to get the king out of the bathtub, but
in the end, he (a simple servant boy) outwits them all. While the others invent elaborate needs
that the king must attend to--battles, feasts, fishing, and dancing--the page simply pulls the
plug.Much of the book's humor lies in the characterization of the king and his court. Rather than
get out of the tub or reject the court's expressed needs, the king tries to satisfy the needs while
remaining where he's at. He gladly welcomes the knight to battle in his tub, the queen to feast in
his tub, the duke to fish in his tub, and--to every child's delight--the entire court to dance in his
tub. These are feats that can only be accomplished through pure, fun-loving imagination on the
part of the illustrator and the readers.As the book progresses, the court's facial responses are
grossly exaggerated, their expressions of amazement and dismay heightening. And when the
court fail in their attempts, they try to preserve their dignity, however wet and bedraggled they
may be. The king, on the other hand, is completely at ease until the very end of the book, when
suddenly the page adopts a look of immense satisfaction and pulls the bathtub plug, and the
king is left astonished and fumbling for a towel.In addition to providing humor and developing
characters, the illustrations provide a rhythmic framework of light for the plot, alternating
between the well-lit bathroom and the ever-changing quality of light in the castle hall, where the
moon rises and falls. Within the general rhythmic framework of the illustrations lie fascinating
details. The more one looks, the more one sees. The cake in the feast scene has a miniature
king-in-bathtub figure on top; the knight in the battle scene accidentally leaves the bathroom with



a tiny ship on the end of his scabbard . . . An observant reader will also notice that the chain to
the bathtub plug is visible in every picture, as a foreshadowing of the solution.The text, also
rhythmic, is unrhymed, but each time the king invites folks into his tub, his plea ends in a
delightful three-word repetition: boom, boom, boom; yum, yum, yum; trout, trout, trout; and jig,
jig, jig. In the end, though, the king is stunned into silence, and the last repetition--or last laugh,
you might say--is not his own, but the tub's: glub, glub, glub.The book will leave children
clamoring for more, and Don and Audrey Wood have plenty of others that will satisfy, including
the award-winning "The Napping House," which has in common with King Bidgood a delightful
brand of visual slapstick distinctive to the Woods. Both books would make an excellent addition
to any child's or classroom's library.”

Porphyrogenita, “A huge hit in regular rotation. My bath-loving three year old (with Down
syndrome) requests this book at least every other day and often a few times per day. Delightfully
silly and lavishly illustrated. The vivid expressions on the courtiers'faces afford us an opportunity
to talk about feelings ("How do you think the Page is feeling? How do you think the Queen is
feeling"?), and we've also used it as a way into discussions on problem solving. A winner all
around!”

Vicki L. Jameson, “Great read!. We love the beautiful, detailed illustrations. You can always
notice something new and hilarious. This book gets requested over and over. It was a favorite
while our kids were growing up and we ended up buying another one as a birthday gift for our 5-
year-old granddaughter. She especially enjoys the ending.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This is one of the best books overall , ever done.. Awesome pics and
story. Two generations of love and good times reading this book with my babies.”

H. Gash, “love it!. The illustrations are amazing! We love Audrey and Don Wood books!! About a
king that won't get out of the bath so brings different activities such as fishing and eating intot he
bath until the plug gets pulled...”

A. Leeson, “Deserves all the accolades.. A very funny story with brilliant illustrations. Every child
should read this one.”

Nora Karr, “Recommended!. Beautiful illustrations and a funny story!”

Atharva, “King Bidgood is in the bathtub and wont come out. No matter what..the King wont
come out of the bathtub. Knight and Queen and Duke and Court all give a shot but in vain. But
then Page has an idea to make King come out of bathtub.A silly story which will make children
laugh.Illustrations by Don Wood are amazing.This review is for hardback edition by Child's Play
Ltd (ISBN : 9780859533409)”



Ebook Library Reader, “My Favourite Growing Up. This book is silly, witty, and children love it. My
3 year old and 1 year old both pull it out daily and will spend long moments looking at the
detakled illustrations.A worthy purchase for anyone wanting to read aloud to their kids more.”

The book by Audrey Wood has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,237 people have provided feedback.
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